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1. Introduction {#open201700098-sec-0001}
===============

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are devices that convert the chemical energy of hydrogen or other fuels and oxygen directly into electrical energy. In the case of hydrogen, an important limitation is the source of hydrogen used because when hydrogen is generated by hydrocarbon reformation, CO is produced concomitantly and remains as a contaminant.[1](#open201700098-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Even very low concentrations of carbon monoxide in the anode fuel can result in a severe decrease in energy conversion efficiency.[2](#open201700098-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#open201700098-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#open201700098-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201700098-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Strategies inspired by the use of a second metal in Pt‐based anode catalysts have been explored as potential routes to increase the CO tolerance relative to pure Pt.[2](#open201700098-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201700098-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#open201700098-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#open201700098-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#open201700098-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#open201700098-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#open201700098-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#open201700098-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201700098-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Within the possibilities of bimetallic electrocatalysts, Pt‐Ru shows great activity for H~2~ oxidation in the presence of CO and it is the most successful alloy characterized to date.[11](#open201700098-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} An interesting aspect of these devices is that the reactions that occur on the surface of these catalysts and the adsorption/desorption processes are interrelated through the anode potential, and this delicate interplay can result in oscillatory behavior.[13](#open201700098-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201700098-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#open201700098-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} In addition, oscillatory dynamics in a PEMFC are not restricted to systems with a Pt‐Ru/C anode,[16](#open201700098-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201700098-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201700098-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201700098-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201700098-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#open201700098-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#open201700098-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#open201700098-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#open201700098-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201700098-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#open201700098-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#open201700098-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#open201700098-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} and the occurrence on Pd‐Pt/C[29](#open201700098-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} and on Pt[30](#open201700098-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#open201700098-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} anodes has also been reported.

From a technical point of view, the occurrence of oscillatory kinetics can be thought of as an autonomous self‐cleaning process[32](#open201700098-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} that can prevent the anode becoming completely poisoned by adsorbed carbon monoxide, as is the case under conventional, non‐oscillatory conditions. In fact, it has been reported that operating a fuel cell under an oscillatory regime can result in higher average power densities than those obtained at a steady state.[17](#open201700098-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#open201700098-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#open201700098-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201700098-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#open201700098-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#open201700098-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#open201700098-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#open201700098-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}

An interesting way to study the reaction mechanisms involved in such systems is by combining the results of potential variation over time with another technique, such as on‐line mass spectrometry (OLMS). The model proposed by Zhang et al.[19](#open201700098-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} in 2004 demonstrated the relationship between the anodic overpotential and the CO~ad~ coverage, and also showed that OH~ad~ and H~ad~ coverage are essential variables for the occurrence of oscillations. However, the temporal dependence of the molar fraction of CO ($\chi_{CO}$ ) at the anode outlet was considered not to be essential for the occurrence of oscillations, that is, even with $\chi_{CO}$ kept constant, the model still exhibited oscillatory behavior. To verify if the anodic CO concentration oscillates simultaneously with the overpotential, the authors used an on‐line infrared gas analyzer; however, they did not observe oscillations in the CO concentration at the anode outlet stream. They raised the possibility that either $\chi_{CO}$ did not in fact oscillate or the resolution of the gas analyzer was too low for the oscillatory frequencies evaluated. Lopes et al.[21](#open201700098-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} modified the model proposed by Zhang et al.[19](#open201700098-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} by including the CO~2~ mass balance within the anode channel. They employed a mass spectrometer coupled to the gas outlet of the anode and monitored the *m*/*z* value of 44 amu (atomic mass unit), which is related to CO~2~. With this experimental setup, they demonstrated the occurrence of oscillations in CO~2~ production that are in phase with the cell potential oscillations when Pt‐Ru/C was the anode catalyst. However, *m*/*z* 28 was not evaluated, although it has contributions from both CO and CO~2~ because it is a fragment produced from the CO~2~ ionization process. Bearing in mind that part of the ionic current related to *m*/*z* 28 comes from the fragmentation process of *m*/*z* 44[33](#open201700098-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} and assuming no influence due to atmospheric N~2~, we chose to follow both *m*/*z* 28 and 44 and thus observe how the profiles associated with CO and CO~2~ varied during the oscillatory operation of the PEMFC. Overall, a careful analysis of the oscillatory dynamics in PEMFC is of interest not only from fundamental perspective, but is also essential to enhance operation and process design.

Herein, we explore the dynamics of a PEMFC equipped with Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C anodes and fed with H~2~/CO. Experiments were carried out under galvanostatic control and, concomitantly with the potential oscillations, we also followed the temporal evolution of CO consumption and CO~2~ production by using on‐line mass spectrometry. By simultaneously measuring the potential and the signals attributed to CO and CO~2~, it is possible to provide a more comprehensive experimental view of the processes involved in the oscillatory kinetics of a PEMFC. In particular, it became evident that the $\chi_{CO}$ value at the anode outlet in fact oscillates with the overpotential. Additionally, by using CO‐stripping voltammetry, it was possible to correlate how the catalytic activity for hydrogen oxidation and CO oxidation affected the oscillation profile.

2. Results and Discussion {#open201700098-sec-0002}
=========================

The EDX compositions of the Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C electrocatalysts are shown in Table [1](#open201700098-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. The average compositions were almost in agreement with the nominal compositions (i.e. the relative amounts of metallic precursors used in synthesis).

###### 

Physical parameters for anodes of 20 wt % Pt/C E‐TEK, Pt/C, Pd‐Pt/C, and Pd/C, prepared by using the formic acid reduction method, obtained from EDX and XRD analysis.

  Catalyst    EDX, Pd \[at %\]   EDX, Pt \[at %\]   XRD crystallite size \[nm\]^\[a\]^   XRD lattice parameter \[nm\]^\[a\]^
  ----------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------
  Pt/C ETEK   ---                100                2.3                                  0.3926
  Pt/C        ---                100                2.7                                  0.3920
  Pd‐Pt/C     48.55              51.45              6.5                                  0.3901
  Pd/C        100                ---                7.0                                  0.3891

\[a\] Estimated by using the Scherrer equation.
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The XRD patterns of Pt/C (E‐ETEK), Pt/C, Pd‐Pt/C, and Pd/C are shown in Figure [1](#open201700098-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, and the lattice parameters and the average crystallite size, as estimated from the XRD data by using the Scherrer equation, are included in Table [1](#open201700098-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. The results for Pt/C (E‐TEK) are reported for comparison. The broad peak at approximately 25° corresponds to the (002) plane of the hexagonal structure of the carbon support, in this case Vulcan XC‐72 carbon (Cabot). The remaining peaks indicated in Figure [1](#open201700098-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} are related to diffraction from the (111), (200), (220), and (311) planes, respectively, which represent the face‐centered cubic (fcc) phase, a typical structure of the palladium or platinum metals. It was observed that the peaks of the Pd‐containing materials are narrower and more intense, which is evidence for larger crystallite sizes than Pt/C and can also be observed from the crystalline size shown in Table [1](#open201700098-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. It is worth noting that Pd and Pt have similar atomic sizes and identical crystalline structure, and this explains their similar diffraction peaks. The lattice parameter value of Pd‐Pt/C (0.3901 nm) is slightly larger than that of pure Pd (0.3891 nm) and smaller than that for Pt/C, which suggests the formation of a Pd‐Pt/C alloy. The average crystallite size of the Pd‐Pt/C catalyst (6.5 nm) is more than twice that of Pt/C obtained by the same method (2.7 nm). In general, the crystallite size of carbon‐supported metals increases in the order Pt\<Pd‐Pt\<Pd,[10](#open201700098-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#open201700098-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} and the different sizes and dispersions observed for metal nanoparticles on a carbon support are, above all, due to different nucleation mechanisms for Pt and Pd.[34](#open201700098-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

![X‐ray diffractograms for Pt/C E‐TEK, Pt/C, Pd‐Pt/C, and Pd/C catalysts; *λ*=1.5406 Å (Cu~Kα~).](OPEN-6-629-g001){#open201700098-fig-0001}

The performance of the PEMFC is presented in Figure [2](#open201700098-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} in terms of the steady‐state polarization curves obtained by using Pd/C, Pd‐Pt/C, and Pt/C anodes, and fed with H~2~ or H~2~/CO at 30 °C and an anode flow rate of 150 sccm. The activity towards the electrooxidation of hydrogen in the absence of carbon monoxide (Figure [2](#open201700098-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) decreased in the sequence Pt/C\>Pd‐Pt/C\>Pd/C. The poor activity of Pd/C is in agreement with others studies, which have shown that, in general, Pd/C performs H~2~ oxidation poorly compared with Pt/C.[10](#open201700098-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#open201700098-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#open201700098-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} It is known that the presence of platinum, even in tiny amounts, considerably increases the overall catalyst activity,[34](#open201700098-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} but only a small enhancement has been observed here for the Pd‐Pt/C anode. This poor improvement is likely due to the considerably low temperature used (30 °C).

![Steady‐state polarization curves for cells equipped with Pd‐Pt/C (○), Pd/C (▵), and Pt/C (□) as anode catalysts when fed with a) H~2~ or b) H~2~/100 ppm CO. c) The overpotential associated with the presence of carbon monoxide. Cathode: Pt/C, anode flow rate: 150 sccm, *T*=30 °C.](OPEN-6-629-g002){#open201700098-fig-0002}

When H~2~ contaminated with CO (100 ppm) was used instead of pure H~2~, all catalysts showed an appreciable performance decrease, as can be seen in Figure [2](#open201700098-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b. The system with the Pd/C anode showed the worst performance of all the electrocatalysts evaluated because the current for this catalyst was almost suppressed by the addition of CO. For the Pt/C catalyst, this decrease is well reported in the literature.[2](#open201700098-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#open201700098-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#open201700098-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201700098-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#open201700098-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#open201700098-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#open201700098-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#open201700098-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#open201700098-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#open201700098-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201700098-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} This loss in efficiency is due to the strong adsorption of CO on the surface of the catalyst, which inhibits the adsorption and oxidation of hydrogen. Conversely, the Pd‐Pt/C anode gave current densities slightly higher than that of Pt. It has been reported that the inclusion of Pd in the Pt anode catalyst increases CO tolerance.[10](#open201700098-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#open201700098-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#open201700098-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#open201700098-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} By using CO‐stripping voltammetry, Papageorgopoulos et al.[11](#open201700098-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and Garcia et al.[10](#open201700098-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} have shown that the main peak potential is shifted to more anodic values as the Pd proportion increases in Pd‐Pt catalysts. This fact shows that the oxidative removal of CO on Pd‐Pt/C surfaces is disadvantageous compared with Pt/C and that, in turn, the higher CO tolerance should be attributed to the electronic effect that Pd exerts on Pt.[10](#open201700098-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} By subtracting the curve obtained in the presence of the H~2~/CO mixture from that obtained with pure H~2~, it was possible to estimate the overpotential due to the presence of carbon monoxide, as shown in Figure [2](#open201700098-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c, from which it can be observed that the oxidation of CO only occurs above approximately 0.5 V for Pt/C and Pd‐Pt/C, and the cell with Pd/C presented very low current densities even at high overpotentials.

Figure [3](#open201700098-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} presents the overpotentials for the Pd/C and Pd‐Pt/C anodes determined from the data in Figure [2](#open201700098-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c, but in a wider current window. In addition to that in Figure [2](#open201700098-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c, it is shown in Figure [3](#open201700098-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} that the curve of the overpotential splits into two branches at a certain value of the applied current. At this point the system undergoes a bifurcation and the anodic potential starts oscillating spontaneously. The dashed area thus presents the oscillation amplitude at a given applied current.

![Bifurcation diagrams in terms of overpotential for PEMFCs with a) Pd‐Pt/C and b) Pd/C as the anode. Cathode: Pt/C, anode flow rate: 150 sccm, *T*=30 °C.](OPEN-6-629-g003){#open201700098-fig-0003}

The emergence of potential oscillations, as shown in Figure [3](#open201700098-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, occur because when a PEMFC is operated galvanostatically, the CO in the inlet gas adsorbs on the surface of the anodic catalyst and blocks free sites for H~2~ electrooxidation. To maintain the applied current, the anodic overpotential increases gradually. At sufficiently high overpotentials, the electrooxidation rate of CO~ad~ exceeds its adsorption rate and releases free sites, which allows the oxidation of H~2~. Given that the greatest contribution to faradaic current comes from the electrooxidation of H~2~,[19](#open201700098-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} the anodic overpotential decreases and the cycle starts anew.[18](#open201700098-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201700098-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

The oscillations in the anode overpotential for Pd‐Pt/C as the anode catalyst with the respective CO~2~ and CO signals are shown in Figure [4](#open201700098-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, whereas the results for Pd/C are presented in Figure [5](#open201700098-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. The OLMS data were normalized by assuming that the maximum is equal to 1 and the minimum to zero to obtain qualitative information on how the self‐organized variation in potential interferes with the consumption/production of CO and CO~2~.

![Oscillation with time of the anode overpotential (top) and of CO~2~ and CO signal profiles (bottom) in the outlet flow measured by using OLMS for a PEMFC with a Pd‐Pt/C anode at different current densities.](OPEN-6-629-g004){#open201700098-fig-0004}

![Oscillation with time of the anode overpotential (top) and of CO~2~ and CO signal profiles (bottom) in the outlet flow measured by using OLMS for a PEMFC with a Pd/C anode at different current densities.](OPEN-6-629-g005){#open201700098-fig-0005}

For all current densities evaluated within the oscillatory region, the PEMFC with a Pd‐Pt/C anodic catalyst presented 2‐period oscillations, with amplitudes between 0.70 and 0.80 V, whereas the frequency was dependent on the required current of the system (the higher the current, the higher the frequency). For the PEMFC with a Pd/C anode, oscillations began with 1‐period and underwent a period‐doubling bifurcation at an applied current greater than 0.22 A cm^−2^ to present an amplitude of approximately 0.60 V, whereas the frequency, as for Pd‐Pt/C, depended on the current. Figures [4](#open201700098-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#open201700098-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} also show the normalized signals for CO and CO~2~, assigned to *m*/*z* 28 and 44, respectively. For both catalysts it can be observed that the maximum overpotential is in phase with the CO and CO~2~ signals. First, looking at the *m*/*z* 28 signal attributed to CO, it can be seen that when *m*/*z* 44 is at a minimum and practically unchanged, *m*/*z* 28 is in ascension. This fact is important because it gives us the assurance that the *m*/*z* 28 signal is not just a reflection of the *m*/*z* 44 signal. It can also be noted that the overpotential and CO~2~ and CO signals assume different waveforms in the temporal evolution. For example, the CO waveform is saw‐toothed whereas the CO~2~ oscillations are spike‐like. In a paper by Zhang and Datta,[18](#open201700098-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} the proposed model showed that $\chi_{CO}$ oscillates in a narrow range of experimental conditions and, unlike the shape shown in Figures [4](#open201700098-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#open201700098-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, the value of $\chi_{CO}$ increased rapidly shortly after the overpotential peak, then increased slowly and very little, then decayed and the cycle began again. The fact that the CO signal obtained by using OLMS increased almost linearly during the electrode poisoning process may provide mechanistic information, such as the adsorption rate of CO on different electrocatalysts. However, one should keep in mind the sensitivity and resolution of the technique for CO detection to avoid misinterpretations. However, the advance obtained from the experimental point of view should be highlighted, as is evident from Figures [4](#open201700098-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#open201700098-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} that the $\chi_{CO}$ value in the anodic outlet in fact oscillates with the potential, which complements the works of Zhang et al.[19](#open201700098-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} and Lopes et al.[21](#open201700098-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} These results can be interpreted as follows: when the overpotential is at its minimum value, the electrocatalyst has free sites that allows H~2~ electrooxidation; however, CO adsorbs strongly on both Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C and causes the anodic overpotential to increase to maintain constant current. When the overpotential is high enough, the formation of oxygenated species on the surface of the catalysts begins, which allows the oxidation of CO~ad~ to CO~2~ by the Langmuir--Hinshelwood mechanism.[2](#open201700098-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#open201700098-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#open201700098-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201700098-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#open201700098-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#open201700098-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#open201700098-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#open201700098-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} This is corroborated by the OLMS data, in which the maximum overpotential coincides with the peak of CO~2~ production. The oxidation of CO~ad~ releases free sites and in turn causes the overpotential to decay rapidly, as does the CO signal. The decrease in the CO signal is due to the fact that free sites are available for its re‐adsorption, which leads to a decrease in its molar fraction within the anode channel.

Figure [6](#open201700098-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a shows how the oscillatory frequency changes as the current increases, whereas Figure [6](#open201700098-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}b presents an analysis introduced by Mota et al.,[16](#open201700098-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} in which the oscillation amplitude of a given cycle is a function of the time spent before the potential spike in this cycle, *t* ~*n*+1~. It is worth noting that the tendency observed for Pd‐Pt/C and also for Pd/C up to 0.18 A cm^−2^ (see Figure [6](#open201700098-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a), at which an increase in current leads to an increase in oscillatory frequency is in contrast to the model proposed by Lopes et al.[21](#open201700098-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} to explain the oscillatory dynamics in PEMFC with a Pt‐Ru/C anode, for which an increase in current density for the same H~2~ flow led to slower oscillations. They explained this trend based on the fact that the greater the overpotential, the greater the CO~2~ production. As the current is increased, the turnover rate of the H~2~ electrooxidation increases and this may lead to an increase in the overpotential, which in turn leads to a greater conversion of CO~ad~ to CO~2~. This higher conversion decreases the CO partial pressure and consequently the oscillation frequency because there is longer period before critical CO coverage is reached. In another study with Pd‐Pt/C,[29](#open201700098-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} the authors explained the increase in frequency with increased current (as in Figure [6](#open201700098-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a) by assuming that for low flow and high current densities, high consumption of H~2~ leads to an increase in the CO concentration within the anode chamber, which in principle is also true for the Pt‐Ru/C anode. Kadyk et al.[30](#open201700098-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} evaluated the oscillatory behavior in PEMFC with a Pt anode and observed that the oscillations had high frequency near the bifurcation but decreased considerably until they reached an almost constant value at high current densities. Another observation is that the higher the CO concentration, the higher the frequency, which agrees with the explanation given by Lopes et al.[29](#open201700098-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} These previous studies have identified two kinds of trends, that is, for Pt and Pt‐Ru/C anodes an increase in current leads to a decrease in oscillatory frequency, whereas for Pd‐Pt/C anodes an increase in frequency occurs. Considering the electrocatalysts evaluated here, it is not simple to point out why an increase in current leads to an increase in frequency, but one possibility would be the lower catalytic activity of Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C for the CO oxidation reaction. This makes all processes that contribute to the faradaic current increase in speed to maintain a constant current. For example, following the hypothesis that the higher the current, the higher the rates of all steps involved, the adsorption rate also increases or the critical coverage of CO~ad~ required for the next cycle decreases, which consequently leads to a decrease in the period.

![a) Oscillation frequency as a function of cell current for PEMFCs with Pd‐Pt/C (blue) and Pd/C anodes (red). b) Oscillation amplitude (S=small and L=large) versus the time period needed for the next overpotential spike.](OPEN-6-629-g006){#open201700098-fig-0006}

As already mentioned, it can be observed in Figure [6](#open201700098-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a that for a PEMFC with a Pd/C anode oscillations begin with 1‐period, then above 0.18 A cm^−2^ there is a small decrease in frequency, and the system undergoes a second bifurcation above 0.22 A cm^−2^ to 2‐period. In contrast, for the system with a Pd‐Pt/C anode the dynamic begins as 2‐period. Hanke‐Rauschenback et al.[20](#open201700098-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} addressed oscillations and pattern formation in PEMFCs with a PtRu anode fed with H~2~/CO by using a one‐dimensional isothermal model and found that if the system is limited by CO transport within the anodic chamber rather than being limited by CO adsorption, the system shows period‐doubling. It is interesting to note that the emergence of 2‐period oscillations for Pd/C above 0.22 A cm^−2^ and for Pd‐Pt/C at all currents evaluated occurred at a relatively high inlet flow rate of 150 sccm. For example, Mota et al.[16](#open201700098-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} observed period‐doubling at 50 and 20 sccm with PtRu/C and Lopes et al.[29](#open201700098-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} observed period‐doubling for Pd‐Pt/C at 24 sccm. Therefore, we can raise the possibility that in the case of the Pd/C anode, the second bifurcation is due to the distance from equilibrium, which causes two processes to overlap to supply the applied current, and in the case of Pd‐Pt/C this may be due to the inhomogeneity of the catalyst surface (i.e. distinct processes occurring over Pt and over Pd). However, given the experimental setup used herein, it was not possible to obtain spatially resolved information for the electrodes. In addition, when both catalysts exhibited 2‐period oscillations (Figure [6](#open201700098-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}b), we note a typical trend in which the smaller the oscillation amplitude, the shorter the time needed for the next overpotential spike. This fact can be understood as follows: smaller amplitudes are less effective for CO~ad~ oxidation and reduce the time required to obtain critical CO coverage for the next cycle.[16](#open201700098-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201700098-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#open201700098-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} In this specific case, we can use the expression derived by Kadyk et al. \[Eq. [(1)](#open201700098-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]:[30](#open201700098-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} $$t_{{CO},{ad}} \approx \frac{\gamma C_{t}^{{}^{*}}\left( {\theta_{CO}^{max}\left( T \right) - \theta_{CO}^{min}\left( T \right)} \right)}{K_{{CO},{ad}}\left( T \right){\bar{\theta}}_{0}\left( T \right)\chi_{CO}p}$$

in which $t_{{CO},{ad}}$ is the time for CO adsorption (this term is approximately equal to the period of one cycle); $\gamma C_{t}^{*}$ is the number of catalyst sites and $\gamma$ is the roughness factor; $K_{{CO},{ad}}\left( T \right)$ is the rate constant of CO adsorption; ${\bar{\theta}}_{0}\left( T \right)$ is the average number of free surface sites; $\theta_{CO}^{max}\left( T \right)$ is the maximum CO coverage and $\theta_{CO}^{min}\left( T \right)$ is the minimum; $\chi_{CO}$ is the molar fraction of CO and *p* is the pressure of the inlet gas. The greater the amount of CO~ad~ remaining after one cycle, that is, the larger the value of $\theta_{CO}^{min}\left( T \right)$ (assuming 0\<$\theta_{CO}^{min}$ \<1), the smaller the poisoning time or $t_{{CO},{ad}}$ and, consequently, the next potential peak.

It can be seen that the differences between the Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C systems studied herein, and their differences relative to the Pt‐Ru/C system, which is widely discussed in the literature,[6](#open201700098-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#open201700098-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201700098-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201700098-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201700098-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201700098-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#open201700098-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#open201700098-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#open201700098-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#open201700098-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201700098-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#open201700098-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#open201700098-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#open201700098-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} reflect different adsorption/oxidation kinetic constants of CO and of H~2~, in addition to the H~2~O dissociation on the catalyst surface for the formation of OH~ad~. As first proposed by Lopes et al.,[29](#open201700098-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} CO‐stripping voltammetry can be used to estimate the mean amplitude of oscillation. For PEMFCs with a Pt‐Ru/C anode, the amplitude of the oscillations is around 0.45 V, a value that is similar to the potential of the CO oxidation peak on this electrode. With an anode of Pt/C, the CO oxidation peak is close to 0.7 V versus ERH, and this value was used by Zhang and Datta[19](#open201700098-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} to explain the absence of oscillatory instabilities for a cell with a Pt/C anode. However, Kadyk et al.[30](#open201700098-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} later observed potential oscillations in a PEMFC with a Pt black catalyst.

Figure [7](#open201700098-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of CO stripping in the Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C anodes. For Pd‐Pt/C the oxidation starts at about 0.80 V, whereas in Pd/C the oxidation begins at around 0.87 V. Looking at the overpotential time series (Figure [4](#open201700098-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), it is noted that for Pd‐Pt/C the maximum overpotential reached is about 0.75 V and the minimum value is 0.0 V. For Pd/C, the maximum is around 0.85 V and the minimum is 0.35 V. We can rationalize this as follows: the maximum of the potential oscillations is related to the CO oxidation, and the onset potential of CO oxidation is a good indicator of this value, as shown by the results of CO stripping. The minimum is related to the H~2~ oxidation, and because Pd/C is not as good an electrocatalyst as Pt for H~2~ oxidation (see Figure [2](#open201700098-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a), it requires a greater overpotential than catalysts that contain Pt. The period is related to the CO adsorption process.

![CO‐stripping voltammetry of a) Pd‐Pt/C and b) Pd/C catalysts. Adsorption period: 20 min at 0.1 V vs. DHE. After the adsorption period, excess CO was removed with Ar and then the potential was swept at 10 mV s^−1^.](OPEN-6-629-g007){#open201700098-fig-0007}

Finally, 2D attractors were constructed to explore the CO and CO~2~ profiles during oscillations by correlating both signals, as shown in Figure [8](#open201700098-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} for two 2‐period sets. Features common to both systems can be observed: maximum CO~2~ production occurs when the CO signal assumes its highest value, and when CO~2~ production is practically zero the CO signal increases. This trend is in line with the fact that CO~2~ production implies the release of active sites for the readsorption of CO, which causes the CO signal to decrease after the CO~2~ maximum. Another point that deserves to be highlighted is that the higher CO~2~ production cycle is followed by a cycle of lower production in both cases when we evaluate the 2‐period oscillations. Concomitantly, for the smaller‐amplitude cycle, the CO signal does not go to zero, which agrees with the hypothesis first raised by Mota et al.[16](#open201700098-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} that the smaller the amplitude, the smaller the extent of CO~ad~ oxidation. In other words, a smaller amount of CO present in the anodic chamber will adsorb because there are less free sites.

![2D attractors constructed by using the correlation between the signals assigned to CO and CO~2~ for PEMFCs with a) Pd‐Pt/C and b) Pd/C anodes.](OPEN-6-629-g008){#open201700098-fig-0008}

3. Conclusions {#open201700098-sec-0003}
==============

We report the occurrence of oscillatory kinetics during the operation of a PEMFC fed with H~2~/CO and equipped with Pd/C and Pd‐Pt/C anode. With the help of the OLMS technique, it was possible to follow the mass fragments *m*/*z* 44 and 28 assigned to CO~2~ and CO, respectively, and thus to evaluate in more detail the processes involved in the anodic potential oscillations. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows: 1) Despite the challenges in quantifying the CO outlet, it was possible to obtain qualitative data on how the voltage oscillations influence the production/consumption of CO~2~/CO. 2) Voltage oscillations were observed with both Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C anodes. On Pd‐Pt/C, only 2‐period oscillations were observed, and on Pd/C the oscillations began with 1‐period and underwent a period‐doubling bifurcation at high current densities. 3) In both systems, as the current increased, there was an increase in oscillatory frequency, in contrast to the behavior reported for Pt‐Ru/C and Pt/C anodes. This feature may have its origin in the lower catalytic activity of Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C (at 30 °C) for CO electrooxidation, which possibly causes an increase in the speed of all reaction steps to maintain the applied current. 4) CO‐stripping experiments allowed us to conclude that the onset potential for CO oxidation is a good indicator of the maximum overpotential reached during the oscillations. In turn, the minimum is related to the H~2~ oxidation, whereas the period is related to the CO adsorption process.

Experimental Section {#open201700098-sec-0004}
====================

Catalysts with 20 wt % Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C (i.e. 20 wt % metal on carbon) were prepared by reduction of the metal precursors with formic acid. They were prepared as follows: An appropriate amount of carbon powder (Vulcan XC‐72, Cabot) was suspended in aqueous formic acid solution (0.5 mol L^−1^) and the suspension was heated to 80 °C. The metal precursors (H~2~PtCl~6~ **⋅**6 H~2~O and/or (NH~4~)~2~PdCl~6~; Alfa Aesar) were dissolved in high‐purity water (Millipore Milli‐Q, 18 MΩ cm), and this solution was added drop‐wise with stirring to the carbon suspension. The suspension was left to cool at RT and the solid was filtered and dried in an oven at 80 °C for 1 h.[10](#open201700098-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

The final compositions of the catalysts were determined by using the energy‐dispersive X‐ray (EDX) technique coupled to a scanning electron microscope (LEO Mod. 440) equipped with a SiLi detector and a 20 keV electron beam. Additionally, X‐ray diffractograms (XRD) of the electrocatalysts were obtained by using a Rigaku model Ultima IV Diffractometer with an incident wavelength of 1.5406 Å (Cu~Kα~).

All experiments were conducted in a single‐cell PEM with home‐made Pd‐Pt/C or Pd/C (20 wt %) catalysts as the anode and Pt/C (20 wt %; E‐TEK) as the cathode. The metal loading was 0.4 mg~M~ cm^−2^ at both anode and cathode. The electrode and membrane electrode assembly (MEA) preparation are described elsewhere.[35](#open201700098-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} The electrochemical experiments were conducted in a unit cell (geometric area 4.62 cm^2^) at a constant temperature of 30 °C. To control cell humidification, the cell was first activated and humidified at 85 °C for 2 h at 700 mV with H~2~. Subsequently, the temperature was lowered to 30 °C and the MEA was saturated the with H~2~/100 ppm CO mixture for 2 h at 800 mV. The anode flow rate was 150 sccm for all experiments. Pure oxygen (99.5 %) was used as the cathode feed. All gases were purchased from White Martins. The flow rate was controlled by using a MKS Type 1179 mass‐flow controller and a MKS Type 247 control unit. The polarization experiments in the PEMFC were carried out galvanostatically (Electronic Load HP 6050A) and potential oscillations were registered at a fixed cell current by using a Minipa ET‐2615 digital multimeter. The anode overpotential related to the presence of CO was calculated by subtracting the cell potential for the cell operated with pure hydrogen from the potential in the presence of CO ($\eta_{CO} = E_{H_{2}} - E_{H_{2}/{CO}}$ ). Details regarding the measurements by using an on‐line mass spectrometer are available elsewhere.[6](#open201700098-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#open201700098-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} The mass/charge (*m*/*z*) ratios 44 and 28 amu (atomic mass unit), related to CO~2~ and CO, respectively, were monitored. Although fragment 28 also has a contribution from the ionization process of CO~2~, its measurement provides important information regarding the dynamic behavior of the system.

CO stripping voltammetry was performed to obtain the CO oxidation potential for Pd‐Pt/C and Pd/C. The anode was used as the working electrode fed with Ar, whereas the cathode, fed with H~2~, was used as a dynamic hydrogen electrode (DHE). The working electrode (Pd‐Pt/C or Pd/C) adsorbed CO for 20 min at 0.1 V vs. DHE at RT. Thereafter, the cell was flushed with Ar for 40 min to remove excess CO and the anode potential was scanned at 10 mV s^−1^.
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